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ACCESSIBILITY 

New York State Senator Steve Rhoads Concludes His First Mobile Office Hour Tour Across His Senate District.

New York State Senator Steve Rhoads held Mobile Office Hours, an outreach program where

the Senator’s constituents are able to meet with him one-on-one to discuss local issues and

concerns that impact our community. Senator Rhoads has always believed that he is first

and foremost a public servant. The Senator’s tagline for the Mobile Office Hour series,
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“Accessible, Honest, & Transparent Leadership you can count on!” are words he strives to

embody each and every day. Through these local meetings, the Senator continues to bring

the values and concerns of his constituents to the State Legislature and fight for you. Since

taking office in January of 2023, Senator Rhoads has hosted 14 meetings at every library in

his district and met with hundreds of his constituents. The Senator takes immense pride in

being able to bring government to the people as well as hear and voice the concerns of the

residents of his district. Senator Rhoads plans to continue his Mobile Office Hour Tour next

year and is committed to making himself available to anyone who needs his assistance.

 

“Whether representing you in Mineola as a Legislator or now as a State Senator in Albany,

the commitment remains the same - to be transparent, responsive, and effective in listening to

your concerns and taking action.  Thank you to everyone who came out to my first Mobile

Office Hour Tour across the district to express their concerns and engage in a meaningful

dialogue. I’m looking forward to starting my Mobile Office Hours Tour again in 2024 and the

chance to speak with neighbors all across the district.  I know everyone lives busy lives and

you shouldn’t have to come to Albany to meet with me. That’s why I’ve made it a top priority

of mine to always make time to meet with my constituents one-on-one and stay attuned to their

concerns,” said Senator Rhoads.
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